Guide for Quiz 1
Topics: Numbers and Strings Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 from text book.
This quiz will cover the topics we discussed in slides Numbers.ppt and Strings.ppt.
You should be comfortable with various operators, methods and functions available in Python.
All of the questions will be in following format:

Sample Question 1: What is the output of this program?
>>> a = 23%4
>>> b = b+_
>>> c = a+b
>>> print c
If the output of a program is an error you should mention the reason for that error as well.
For example using the variable _ in the sample question 1 results in an error as there was no expression evaluated anywhere.

Sample Question 2: What is the output of this program?
>>> a = 5
>>> b = 5.0
>>> print a == b
Answer: True

Sample Question 3: What is the output of this program?
>>> print len(‘Python’ + ‘ Is ’ +’ Robust’)
Answer: 17

There will be 20 such questions in the quiz. You will have 20 minutes to solve them.